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GOOD NEWS! Post COVID-19, Consumers plan to use C-Store 
foodservice just as often as before the outbreak

Overall, 75% of consumers indicated that they anticipate getting back to their typical foodservice purchasing 
behaviors at c-stores within a month of the government saying it’s OK to resume activities as normal.

Once a Week+ 54% (vs. 53% pre-COVID-19)

Once a Month+ 77% (vs. 76% pre-COVID-19)
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Base: 1,000 c-store consumers ages 16 and older who purchase prepared foods/beverages from c-stores
Q: Now, thinking ahead to when the outbreak subsides and society is allowed to resume normal activities, how often do you think you will visit convenience stores specifically to purchase foodservice items?

Source: Technomic 2021



Most important factors when 
purchasing prepared foods 
at C-stores

Selection of brands available 10% 

Presentation 10%

Availability of healthier options 7% 

Drive-thru available 5%

Portion size

Menu choices

Customer service

Speed of service Food quality and price tie 
as the most important 
factor when buying c-store 
prepared foods.

Food quality 45%

Price/value 45%

Taste 37%

Freshness 34%

Convenience/on-the-go 27%

Sanitation 23%

Location 20%

20%

19%

15%

11%

Source: https://csnews.com/industry-report-deep-dive-foodservice-2021?from=gate
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Hot Food Prep 
Style Preferences

Base: 687c-store consumers who purchase hot foods from c-stores
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Ready-made and kept

warm on display

Prepared to order Ready-made and

available on a roller

Ready-made and 

frozen/refrigerated to 

microwave in the store

Overall Gen Z Millennials

• Overall, only 33% of consumers most prefer 
prepared-to-order options, with the majority 
instead preferring some kind of ready-
made offering.

• While freshly prepared foods are currently a 
hot topic, it’s important to remember that 
speed is a key factor as many consumers 
don’t want to wait for their food to be 
made to order.

Q: How do you most prefer hot food items at convenience stores to be prepared? Select one.
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27% in the  
Northeast

Percent of total occasions by daypart
Convenience stores have long been synonymous with 
snacking but appear to be trailing their competition as 
part of the foodservice category.

Source: Technomic Consumer C-store Marketplace Brief Q1 2021
Base: 1,000 c-store consumers; Q: Thinking about all of the prepared food and beverage purchases you make at convenience stores (do not include 
packaged/retail items), what percent would you say are for the following meals or types of food? (Total percent must add up to 100%)

23%

24%

17%

37%

Breakfast  
Dinner

Lunch 
Snacks

44% of consumers  

say they are satisfied  
with breakfast food  
variety at c-stores.

23% among
Gen Z

Snacking is the most common daypart, with 
breakfast and lunch essentially tying as the 
second most common. While dinner still 
lags, it has received increased attention 
from a variety of c-stores as a potential 
growth avenue for foodservice.
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$2

Snacking at C-stores
Consumers are increasingly pivoting from the typical 
“three meals a day with snacks in between” format.

LATE NIGHT SNACKING

Operators who stay open late can 
boost their late-night menus with 
offerings that are only available at a  
certain time, which can then carry viral 
social-media potential.

• Don’t lose sight of mid-evening 
snacking and snacking even 
around 2 a.m., as those are key 
dayparts.

PORTABILITY

Nearly half of consumers said they 
mostly eat snacks en route, more 
than any other method.

• Focusing on portability means 
considering packaging that is 
suitable for driving, such as cup 
holder-friendly options, bite-
sized containers and more.

Source: CSP August 2021; 2021 Snacking Occasion Consumer Trend Report by CSP sister research firm Technomic

SMALL PORTIONS + GOOD VALUE

Although snacks have historically been 
defined as foods that are consumed at 
nontraditional dining hours, this 
sentiment is changing.

• Combine small-portioned snacks 
and good value, to cut food costs by 
reducing the portion size and price 
of some snack offerings.

Only 35% of consumers said that the 
3 square meals a day format fits 
their current dining behavior
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71%
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Of shoppers say they were 

satisfied with their last 

prepared food purchase 

from a convenience store

– an increase of five points 

from 2020.

Only 4% were not satisfied.

Top 10 Most-Purchased 
Types of Prepared Food



Consumers embrace off-premise 
ordering during COVID
Prior to COVID-19, about

20% of c-store foodservice consumer report ordering from 

convenience stores

Primary deterrents include

• Only visit c-stores when I’m out

• Just don’t think of c-stores for delivery occasions

• My c-store doesn’t offer delivery

During 
COVID-19
outbreak

29%

ordered for
delivery

21%

ordered for 
curbside pick-

up
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Source: Technomic 2021 C-store Foodservice Study



The demand for off-premise will continue to rise…

Choice Market – Meal Kits

The Denver-based grocery, restaurant and 

convenience-store hybrid rolled out gourmet 

meal kits from local company Prefare Meals.

• The meal kits take less than 15 minutes to 

prepare and serve up to three people.

Wawa - Catering

Wawa now offers catering service in the 

Philadelphia area for breakfast, lunch and 

snacking occasions.

• Delivery and setup are handled by Wawa’s 

catering associates; options include bagel 

trays, assorted seasonal fruit, hoagies, salads, 

soups, chips, cookies, coffee and cold drinks.

Consumer-listed barriers to ordering delivery from convenience stores:

• Not thinking about convenience stores as an option

• Not knowing how to order delivery from these destination

Convenience-store operators can do more to promote their off-premise 

services and also enhance these services with added conveniences such as 

online and mobile ordering and payment options.

Other off-premise occasions…

Source: Technomic Ignite Q1 2021
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What’s Next 
for C-Stores?



How to pivot with the most 
profitable items?
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Maintaining a strong off-premise program has never been more 
important. But what are the most important things to consider 
when adjusting your menu?

• Offering a limited menu, but choosing the right items that are:

• Highly craveable for consumers

• Hold up to delivery/off-premise eating

• Are profitable to your business

Many guests will be seeking comfort in their delivery or 
to-go meals. It’s important to maintain a high standard of 
quality to help achieve this. Fries that stay crispy and 
appetizers that hold up on the journey home can make a 
big difference in guests' to-go experiences.



The best McCain potato products for your 
c-store foodservice program

McCain® Redstone Canyon 10-cut  
Thin Wedge Fries MCX03627

McCain® Redstone Canyon®  
Skin-On Spiral Fries MCL03622

McCain® Savory Seasoned Skin-On Regular 
Crinkle 8-Cut Deli Wedges MCX163

McCain® Hash Brown Sticks  
MCX03710

Ore-Ida® Tater Tots®  
OIF00215A

McCain® Babycakes® Seasoned 
Hash Brown Bites MCF03758

Why? They’re unique, hold up to warming cases and delivery & provide an opportunity to
bundle. And, most importantly, they’re a really profitable addition to any menu.

Recon Instructions:  

Deep fry

Convection Oven

Conventional Oven
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The best McCain breaded & battered appetizers for 
your off-premise orders

Golden Crisp® 2-3/4" Battered 
Mozzarella Cheese Sticks 80008480

Golden Crisp® Battered Cheese  
Nuggets 80008476

Brew City® 5/8" Beer Battered Thick  
Cut Onion Rings 70010011

Golden Crisp® Italian Style Mozzarella 
& Pepperoni Bites 1000008727

Anchor® Battered Cauliflower  
50010145

Golden Crisp® Mac & Cheese
Wedge 80010746

Why? Apps drive value – for you and your customer. They’re inexpensive items to bundle, 
great combos, and drive high profit margins as add-ons.

Golden Crisp® Poppers® Breaded Cream  
Cheese Stuffed Jalapeños  80008409

Recon Instructions:  

Deep fry

Convection Oven

Conventional Oven
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